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ABSTRACT
Highly swept leading edge extensions(LEX) applied to delta wings have greatly improved the subsonic
maneuverability of contemporary fighters.
In this study, systematic approach by PIV experimental method within a circulating water channel was
adopted to study the fundamental characteristics of induced vortex generation, development and its
breakdown appearing on a delta wing model with or without LEX in terms of four angles of attack(15°,
20°, 25°, 30°) and six measuring sections of chord length(30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%). Sideslip
effect in case of the LEX was also studied for two sideslip(yaw) angles(5°, 10°) at one angle of attack(20
o
)
Distribution of time-averaged velocity vectors and vorticity over the delta wing model were compared
along the chord length direction. Quantitative comparison of the maximum vorticity featuring the induced
pressure distribution were also conducted to clarify the significance of the LEX existence.
Animation presentation in velocity distribution was also implemented to reveal the effect of LEX with
wing vortex interaction.
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Fig. 1 Delta wing model and LEX-on vortex formation (AOA = 30°)
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Delta wing model
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LEX-on vortex formation (AOA=30°)
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1. Introduction
The vortical flow phenomena over a sharp-edged delta wing have been the subject of the extensive
research in modern combat aircraft aerodynamics(Lang, 1998, Dieterle et al., 1998). The flow over a
delta wing at an angle of attack is dominated by the two leading-edge vortical structures. Those consist of
two vortex sheets that shed from the leading edges of the wing and roll up to form two axial vortices. The
geometry is nearly conical, as long as the vortices develop over the surface of the wing(Hoeijimarkers
and Vaatstra, 1983).
The LEX vortices generated at high angles of attack improve the maximum lift capability of the delta
wing by way of induced suction pressure over the inboard surfaces directly under the vortices and
additionally through beneficial interaction with the separating flow outboard on the wing.
At moderate to high angles of attack(AOA), the upper wing surface pressure field induced by the leading
edge vortices provides a significant vortex-lift increment(Brandon, 1991).
As the angle of attack increases, the leading edge vortices are strengthened, and the lift on the delta wing
increases until a critical angle of attack is reached, then the vortices break down resulting in a complete
loss of lift, a sudden change of pitching moment. Sometimes the leading edge vortex pair on starboard
and port sides of the wing breakdown asymmetrically, which causes a dynamic stability problem such as
a sudden change of rolling moment and a self-induced oscillating motion( Sohn and Lee, 2002).
The delta wing having the LEX is known to have better aerodynamic performance than the delta wing
without LEX, especially at the higher angles of attack. At a high angle of attack, the strong LEX vortex
stabilizes the main wing vortex, and delays the breakdown of the main wing vortex to a higher angle of
attack. The vortical flow field of a yawed delta wing is more complex. The wing side leading into the
flow(windward side) has a decrease of an effective sweep angle, whereas the wing side trailing (leeward
side) has an increase of an effective sweep angle. The decrease of an effective sweep angle will bring
stronger vortices, but it will also increase the possibility of the vortex breakdown. The vortex breakdown
occurs at lower angles of attack, the asymmetry of the vortex pair is dominant, and the dynamic stability
will be seriously deteriorated. Until now the yaw(sideslip) angle is known to be the most influential
parameter causing the asymmetric vortex development and breakdown, and the dynamic instability of a
sharp-edged delta wing or a highly swept slender wing.
In this study, PIV experimental method (Lee Y.H. et al., 2001) using a circulating water channel was
applied to study the fundamental characteristics of induced vortex generation, development and its
breakdown appearing on a delta wing model with or without LEX in terms of four angles of attack(15°,
20°, 25°, 30°) and six measuring sections of chord length(30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%). Sideslip
effect in case of the LEX was also studied for two yaw angles(-5° , -10° ) at one angle of attack(20°)
High resolution digital CCD camera(1K×1K) and its synchronizing system with a dual pulse illuminating
laser(Nd-Yag, 100mJ) was adopted to obtain the reliable PIV data.
Distribution of time-averaged velocity vectors and vorticity over the delta wing model were compared
along the chord length direction. Quantitative comparison of the maximum vorticity featuring the induced
pressure distribution were also conducted to clarify the significance of the existence of the LEX.
In case of the LEX existence, the vortex breakdown is delayed at higher chord length, resulting in lift
increase. Furthermore, double vortices at each side were detected indicating the effect of the LEX while
the delta wing without LEX gave single vortex formation and its early breakdown along the chord length.
2. Experimentation
Figure 2 show the dimension of model delta wing with or without LEX. In case of LEX-off wing, the
chord length is 150mm and the swept angle is 65°. The angles of attack are 15°, 20°, 25°and 30°.

Fig.2 Dimension of the model

Fig3 Controllable angle adjustment mechanism
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Fig.4 Experimental water channel
a) Front view
b) Side view
Six measuring section ratio of the chord length are 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70% and 80%. Sideslip angles
in case of the LEX are -5°, -10° at one angle of attack, 20°. The two models were made of brass plate by
NC machine cutting. The surface of the model was pasted with black paper to enhance the particle image
brightness on CCD camera.
These models were fixed to the bottom plate via a controllable angle adjustment mechanism(Fig.3) within
a closed water circulating tunnel. Its measuring cross section is 200mm×200mm. The water tunnel(Fig.4)
was transparent at all walls to secure good access of the camera and illumination laser. The laser was NdYag dual pulse laser and its maximum output is 100mJ for the cross correlation PIV.
Figure 5 shows the PIV arrangement adopted in the present experimentation. The circulating water was
tapping water(10°C) and the approaching velocity was 0.17m/sec. The corresponding Reynolds number
with the 150mm chord length of the delta wing model was 2.12×104. The continuous illuminating light
from the Argon-Ion laser(5W) through a cylindrical lens was also directly used for the image acquisition
of the high-speed video camera. Table1 is a summary of the present experimental condition.

Fig.5 PIV Arrangement
Table1 PIV Experimental Condition
Item
Measuring Condition

Image Processing

Identification
Condition

Specification

Working Fluid

Tap-Water

Temperature

10°C

Particle

PVC(Poly Vinyl Chloride)

Host Computer

Pentium (1.7GHz)

Calculation Time

20sec/frame

Frame Number for TimeAveraging

200 Frame

Identification

Cross Correlation PIV

Software

FlowInside (IIT Co.)

Ratio of Error Vector

Less than 1% / frame

Maximum Displacement

8 pixel

Pulse Interval

800µs ~ 1200µs

Sampling Rate

15Hz

The material of the tracer particle was PVC and its average diameter was 120µm. The flow images were
captured by a digital CCD camera(1K×1K, KODAK). Consecutive 200 image frames were first saved on
RAM memory and their grey levels at the same pixel positions were averaged to produce a background
image. This image was then used as a reference image data to be deduced from the grey level of any
original image. This procedure was fairly effective to eliminate any noisy components found in flow raw
images. Various pre-processing techniques embedded in the PIV software were performed to improve the
accuracy of the identification process followed. The cross-correlation algorithm by direct calculation of
the coefficients was applied to the two consecutive images with appropriate time interval ranging from
800µs ~ 1200µs. The interrogation size was 41×41 pixels and the maximum displacement was 8 pixels.
The sampling interval was 1/15 seconds for the 200 consecutive data in case of the single time-average
processing.

3. Results and Discussion

b)
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Fig.6 Time-averaged raw images (40% chord, AOA=30°)
a)

LEX-off

b)

LEX-on

Figure 6 shows the overlapped 200 frame images for the case of LEX-off and LEX-on at 40% chord
length. The angle of attack (AOA) was 30°. From these raw images, the effect of LEX is easily found
indicating two vortices, one from delta wing and the other from the LEX. This LEX induced vortex
makes a crucial mechanism of the vortex breakdown delay and enhanced upward lift. the concentrated
black image at the center of the LEX vortex indicates that the vortex formation is maintained with the
strengthened vorticity. The rotational direction of the LEX vortex and wing vortex is the same at all
chord length section. They merge into single larger vortex at the trailing section, delaying vortex
breakdown.
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Fig.7 Distribution of velocity and vorticity in case of LEX-off (AOA=25°)
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Fig.8 Distribution of velocity and vorticity in case of LEX-on (AOA=25°)
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Fig.9 Comparison of vorticity distribution (AOA=30°)
a)

Vorticity distribution (LEX-off)

b)

Vortcity distribution (LEX-on)

Figure7 shows the time-averaged velocity distribution(a) and its vorticity(b) at 25°AOA in case of LEXoff. Symmetric patterns are well found and it guarantees the soundness of the water circulation tunnel
satisfying the uniform inflow and minimum disturbance. From the leading edge to trailing edge, the
vorticity remains strong until the 50% chord length section. It means that negative suction pressure with

strong magnitude is generated to give the positive lift necessary for the aircraft flight. But after the 50%
chord length section, the vorticity magnitude by the concentrated black image diminishes rapidly,
resulting in vortex breakdown with the lower negative pressure.
Figure 8 represents the distribution of the time-averaged velocity vectors and vorticity of the LEX-on at
the same AOA. The red color in the velocity distribution symbolizes its higher magnitude. Therefore,
compared with the LEX-off, more increased rotational speed of the vortex is maintained. It is also
observed in Fig. 8(b) that the wing wake flow field is complex a great deal by the introduction of the
LEX vortex, which has the same rotational direction as that of the wing vortex on each side of the wing.
At the 30% chord section, the core position of the LEX vortex on the starboard side is upward from the
surface of the wing and the wing vortex of weak strength is also found in the proximity of the leading
edge surface. At the 40% chord section, the LEX vortex moved inboard and downward, and the wing
vortex moved inboard and upward by mutual interaction of the wing and the LEX vortices having the
same direction of rotation on each side of the wing. The vertical positions of the LEX vortex is a little
higher than the wing vortex.
At the 50% chord position, the wing vortex was located directly above the LEX vortex. At the 60% chord
section, the two vortices were on the verge of merging. After 60% chord section, pronounced single
vortex begins to exist and its shape continues nearly until the trailing edge.
Figure 9 represents the comparison of the vorticity distribution in terms of the LEX-on and LEX-off at
30° AOA with zero sideslip angle. The general pattern is similar with the case of 25° AOA found in Fig.7
and Fig.8.
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Fig.10 Comparison of maximum vorticity as variation of chord position
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Absolute maximum vorticity (LEX-off)
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Absolute maximum vorticity (LEX-on)
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Fig.11 Comparison of maximum vorticity as variation of AOA
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Absolute maximum vorticity (LEX-off)
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Absolute maximum vorticity (LEX-on)
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Figure 10 shows the maximum vorticity according to the chord length section at four AOAs(15°, 20°,
25°, 30°). Compared to the LEX-off, Fig.10(a), LEX-on, Fig.10(b), reveals the increased vorticity
magnitude, in general, indicating the positive effect of LEX existence. In case of LEX-off, same
decreasing tendency is not detected according to the increase of the AOA, but, in case of the LEX-on,
with the increase of the AOA, at all chord sections, stronger vorticity is always found from the leading
edge to trailing edge, satisfying the enhanced positive lift on the wing surface. The comparison of the
maximum vorticity according to the chord length section at four AOAs are made in Fig.11. The general
characteristics are all the same with Fig.10.
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Fig.12 Comparison of vorticity distribution (AOA=20°)
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Sideslip angle : -5°
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Sideslip angle : -10°
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Fig. 12 shows the vortical wake phenomena of the delta wing with LEX for the sideslip angle of 5° and
10° at AOA of 20°. The windward LEX vortex enters the wing wake region more inboard and closer to
the wing surface, while the leeward LEX vortex enters the wing wake region more outboard and farther
from the wing surface as observed in Fig. 9(b). The phenomenon of outboard and downward migration of
the LEX vortex and inboard and upward movement of the wing vortex as approaching the wing trailing
edge is similar to that of the zero sideslip case. The interaction and merging process was promoted on the
windward side, and it was delayed on the leeward side.

4. Conclusion
PIV method was adopted to study the fundamental characteristics of induced vortex generation,
development and its breakdown appearing on a delta wing model with or without LEX in terms of four
angles of attack(15°, 20°, 25°, 30°) and six measuring sections of chord length(30%, 40%, 50%, 60%,
70%, 80%). Sideslip effect in case of the LEX was also studied for two sideslip(yaw) angles(5°and 10°)
at one angle of attack(20°).
In case of LEX-off, same decreasing tendency is not detected according to the increase of the AOA, but,
in case of the LEX-on, with the increase of the AOA, at all chord sections, stronger vorticity is always
found from the leading edge to trailing edge, satisfying the enhanced positive lift on the wing surface.

The delta wing with LEX for the sideslip angle of 5° and 10° at AOA of 20° showed that the interaction
and merging process was promoted on the windward side, and it was delayed on the leeward side.
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